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Table 2 Precision of test loop instrumentation
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Conclusions

The following general conclusions may be dmwn from this
study, associated with the rotation of different surface
roughnesses disks. ando in general. with disk friction losses
occurring in centrifugal pumps:

(i) Disk friction coefficient Cm increases with the disk sur
face roughness k".

(ii) Disk friction coefficients Cm at the peripheml fiowrate
were lower than those on the centerline.

A Note 00 the Baldwio-Lomax
Turbuleoce Model

(iii) At the peripheral fiow a second optimum SI R mtio of
0.0600 was observed.

(i\') Suggested empirical equations by other researchers
agreed with experimental results only in the case of
disk surface roughness of 0.0163 mm.

(\') The approximate so!ution leads to the empirical Eq.
(2). which can predict the experimental results with
an error of - 8.63 to 6.0 I percent.
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Discussion

Figure 2 is the graphical presentation of the resu!ts obtained
during tests and the results obtained by Eq. (2) for the SI R
ratios and disk surface roughnesses tested. In the above equation
the d"fect of surface roughness ka is introduced. The shape of
the curve is exactly the same as Daily and Nece ( I 960a ) Eq.
( I ). but Cm changes for different disk surface roughnesses from
2.70 X 10-3 to 4.51 X 10-3. It can be seen that as the SIR
ratio increases, Cm increases too and in addition, as the disk
surface roughness increases·the curve is shifted upwards, giving
higher values for Cm. In lhe case of disk surface roughness ka

of 0.0163 mm, the results obtained are identical to those pre
dicted by Eq. ( I ). This indicates that the surface roughness of
the disk that Daily and Nece ( 1960a ) used for their tests was
around 0.0163 mm.

The precision of measurement of parameters recorded for
each test condition is described in Table 2. The percentage of
the fractional error (Holman, 1994) varied between 1.53 and
1.54 for Cm between 2.5 X 10 -3 and 4.5 X 10-3. The tests were
repeated 5 times for each SI R mtio. disk surface roughness, and
fiow combinations. In both cases-fiow at centerline and fiow

at peripheral-as the disk surface roughness increases the curve
is shifted upwards giving higher values for Cm• 1n addition. the
Cm values at the peripheral fiowrate were lower than at the
centerline fiowrate. Experiments from many researchers have
indicated that an optimum SI R ratio exist giving a minimum
cm• This optimum ratio appeared to be between 0.010 to 0.015
for a Re of 106• Also, it was indicated that a second optimum
SIR ratio may occur greater than the above SIR that will give
also a second minimum value for Cm• At the centerline fiow.
the minimum value for the Cm appeared when the SI R mtio was
at the minimum of 0.0133 verifying that for smaller SI R ratios
an optimum mtio may exists. At the peripheral fiow, the mini
mum value for Cm appeared when the SI R ratio was at the
minimum of 0.0133 verifying once again that for smaller SI R
mtios an optimum ratio may exist. Moreover a second optimum
SI R ratio occurred at 0.0600 giving a second minimum value
for Cm•

For the roughest disk with a surface roughness of 0.0261 mm
the approximate theory calculation appeared to be between the
experimental results with an error of -8.63 to 5.06 percent.
Daily and Ne.:e eyuation ( 1960) is well below the experimental
results. The experimental results for the disk surface roughness
of 0.0 163 mm appeared to be lower than the approximate theory
calculation with an error of 1.27 to 6.01 percent. Daily and
Nece ( 1960) equation coincide with the approximate theory as
explained before. For the disk with a surface roughness of
0.0083 mm the approximate theory calculation appeared to be
between the experimental results, at the beginning. and then
slightly higher with an error of 5.03 percent to -6.57 percent.
Daily and Nece equation is well above the experimental results.
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11 Formulation

The equations governing a two-dimensional incompressible
boundary layer at constant pressure may be written

(5)

(7)

(3)

(8)

(9)

( 10)

F = ylDlI/oyl D.

-, -, Du

- pu v = é Dy .

where é is the eddy viscosity function. In both the Cebeci-Smith
and Baldwin-Lomax models. an inner eddy viscosity defined
by

, I ou IlI* = Re Dy y~O'

with u* being the dimensionless friction velocity. ln the outer
region, an eddy viscosity formula is employed with

reaches an absolute maximum. In addition, the intermittency
factor is modified to the form

is the kinematic viscosity. In an eddy viscosity model, the Rey
nolds stress is expressed in the form

éj = p(Ky/!)2Iwl. /) = I - exp (-y·/A+). (4)

is used, where p is the density. K is the von Karman constant,
and w = - âll/ ây is the vorticity; thus the inner model is a
mixing length mode!. In addition, /) is the van Driest damping
factor, where A + = 26 and y. is the scaled inner coordinate
defined by

where again K = 0.0168. Cp is a constant, and Fwake =
YmaxF(Ymax); here Yma, denotes the location where the function

DF,

u = Uc + lI* fi; +

where the defect function oFJ OT/ is a function of the scaled

for the Cebeci-Smith model, where K is the Clauser constant
having a value of 0.0168; U, is the velocity at the boundary
layer edge. Fk/eb is an intermittency correction. and {; is the
boundary-Iayer thickness. The intermittency correction repre
sents a curve fit which Klebanoff ( 1954) originally represented
in terms of an error function. In the Baldwin-Lomax model, the
outer eddy viscosity formula is

where Ckleb is a constant. In both models the inner formula ( 4 )
is joined to either of the outer formula (6) or (7) at the location
where both are equa!. Baldwin and Lomax (1978) originally
suggested values of Ccp = 1.6 and Ckleb = 0.3 and in subsequent
work, other authors have used different values of the constants;

for example. Visbal and Knight ( 1984) suggest Ccp = 1.2 and
Ckleb = 0.65 for incompressible ftow (Mx .•.• O) and Ccp = 2.08
for an adiabatic supersonic ftow at Mx = 3. A recent study by
He et a!. ( 1995) shows how the Baldwin-Lomax mode! can be
extended to variable density flows withand without heat transfer
well up into the low hypersonic range (Mx - 10) using univer
sal values of the constants. Here the objective is to establish
the base values of the modeling constants. and this is accom
plished by a comparison of equilibrium velocity profiles in a
constant pressure flow.

To start with, the intermittency portion of the mode!. Fk/eb•

will be taken equal to unity; this term is known to have very
little effect on the shape of the velocity profile. or the critical
features of the turbulence models. ln the limit Re ...• ~. it is

well known that the turbulent boundary layer is a composite
double layer consisting of an outer defect layer and an inner
wall layer. In the outer layer. the velocity is of the form(2)r=a+J....°u a=-u'v'

Re Dy •.

OU Oll Or Ou âvu-+v-=- -+-=0 (I)
oX Oy oy' âx oy .

based on the Cebeci-Smith alld Baldwin-Lomax models: both

models are shown to give identical results when the model Ccp

has a specific allalytical form.

I Introduction

ln the numerical computation of turbulent boundary-Iayer
ftows, algebraic eddy viscosity models are often the most com
mon choice in Navier-Stokes computer codes. Although such
models are known to have certain deficiencies, their relative

simplicity leads to minimum requirements in computer time
and storage. ln addition, the predicted results are often quite
credible, at least for attached turbulent boundary layers on a
smooth surface. Two formulations in extensive use are the Ceb

eci-Smith (1974) and Baldwin-Lomax (1978) models, which
utilize the sarne mixing length model for the inner part of the
boundary layer but â different eddy viscosity model in the outer
parto The outer portion of the Cebeci-Srnith mode! contains
the displacement thickness {;* as what is, in effect, a local
representative length scale for the boundary layer. However,
for a number of configurations. such as various internal ftows
or a boundary layer encountering a streamwise feature like a
backward-facing step, the determination of {;* can be problem
atic. For this reason, Baldwin and Lomax (1978) introduced
another outer length scale and determined constants in the new
model by comparison with numerical solutions for constant
pressure boundary layers at transonic speeds produced using
the Cebeci-Srnith (1974) mode!. The mode! has been applied
to a wide variety of two- and three-dimensional ftows, with and
without boundary layer separation (see, for example. Baldwin
and Lomax, 1974; Visbal and Knight. 1984; King, 1987) with
varying, but in many cases acceptable, levels of success.

Over the years, other suggestions have been put forward for
the modeling constants in the Baldwin-Lomax model (see, for
example, Visbal and Knight, 1984) and it has been hypothesized
that a variation in the constants is necessary to account for
compressibility with increasing mainstream Mach number Mx.
The question of compressibility will be addressed here subse
quently. At transonic speeds, compressibility effects in a con
stant pressure boundary layer are re!atively small when com
pared to a pure!y incompressible ftow (Mx ...• O). ln this note,
a systematic way of determining the model constants in the
Baldwin-Lomax (1978) model is described. lt is shown that
analytical solutions can be obtained for constant pressure turbu
lent boundary layers and with the appropriate choice of the
model constants, both models give the identical solution. The
resulting analytical formula give results that are dose to those
originally estimated by Baldwin and Lomax ( 1978). The pres
ent results may be of some utility in parametric studies, particu
larly in three-dimensional ftows. where mode! constants are
sometimes varied.

where r is a total stress defined by

In these equations, ali lengths and velocities are dimensionless
with respect to a characteristic length L~r and a speed U~r and
the Reynolds number is defined by Re = U~r L:'er/ 1/. where 1/
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variable T) = y/6." for a self-similar ftow, with 6." = .6.,,(x,
Re) proportional to the local boundary-Iayer thickness: for a
constant pressure ftow .6." can be defined by 6." = V,.8*/II*
(Fendell, 1972). The defcct function must satisfy the boundary
conditions

where C" is a constant. The first of these conditions is required
to match the "law of lhe wall" in the wall-Iayer solution, while
the second is lhe statement of matching to the external main
stream. In the walllayer, the velocity is a function of the scaled
variable y+ defined in Eq. (5), and the velocity profile is such
that LI = L1*V+(y+) + ... , with

V+ = O . at y + = O,

V+ - .!. log y+ + Ci as y+ -+ :xJ.
K

Ia'

'"N

F(II)

(12)

TJ-+X,as

dF, Id -- log T) + C" as T) -+ O:T) K

dF, -+ O
dTJ

ln Eqs. (16) and (17) erfc and E, denote the complementary

(19)

erro r function and exponential integral, respective1y, and 'Yo =
0.577215 ... is Euler' s constant.

To determine the value of X in Baldwin-Lomax model re
quired to reproduce the Cebeci-Smith model, it is necessary to
calculate the function F in Eq. (8). A composite profile for the
entire boundary layer is formed as follows:

dF, { + I }u = V, + u* - + u* V - - log y- - Ci , (18)
dTJ K

and the function F is plotted in Fig. I for Re •. = 10,000; here
u* is evaluated from the relation

V, I
- = - log {Reó'} + C; - C,,,
u* K

Fig. 1 Variation of F for a constant pressure boundary layer for
Re,· ; 10,000

which must be satisfied so that the inner and outer profiles in
Eqs. ( 10) and ( 12) match (Fendell, 1972): in addition, Reó' =
ReV,8*. The comer in F shown in Fig. I near y + "'" 1000 occurs
at the point TJm = X/K. It may be noted that an absolute maxi
mum occurs in F in the outer part of the boundary layer, al
though local minima occur in the wall layer. For example, an
extremum must occur in the overlap zone (for large y +) in
view of the last of conditions (12). However. if the absolute
maximum is always selected, Yma. occurs in the ou ter layer and
can be chosen uniquely here and in ftows with pressure gradient,
except in some ftows that involve separation (Visbal and
Knight. 1984). Since the absolute maximum occurs in the outer
layer, it suffices to examine the extrema of F = T)au/ aTJ. and
using Eq. ( 15), it is easily shown that

{ 1 n ' ,

- e-X -"TJ exp (-TJ-/2X), T) > TJm.
d2F, X

TJ --, =
dTJ- 1

-exp(-TJ/K), TJsT/m.
K

Fma. = u* +- exp { - .!. ( I + X)} _ ./XV,8*vx 2 K2•Ym ••---.(21)u*

(20)

Therefore the maximum occurs well into the outer part of the
boundary layer, and it is easily shown that this occurs at T/rnv.

= ./X. The corresponding values of F m•• and Yma., are

(13 )

(14 )

(15)

(16)

TJ > TJm

{X,

I: =
KTJ,

I ( TJ) I- - E, - + C" - - { 'Y" - log K} ,
K K K

dF,=
dTJ

Here C. is a constant generally supposed to have a universal
value of C; = 5.0. It is easily shown that the convective terms
in Eq. ( I ) are negligible in the thin walllayer, which is therefore
a constant stress layer with T = T •. = U ~. This serves to deter
mine the equation for the velocity profile in the inner region,
and with the model (4) it is easily verified that

which can be integrated using conditions (12) to find V+(y+).
For large y +, the damping factor j) approaches unity and

from Eq. (4), the inner eddy viscosity becomes linear in Y + •

Thus the eddy viscosity for the outer part of the boundary layer
may be written as I: = V,8*'€ where '€ is the simple ramp function

where TJm = X/K, X = K = 0.0168 for the Cebeci-Smith mode!
and X = KCcpYma. F max/ V,8 * for the Baldwin-Lomax mode!. In
the outer layer, the viscous stress in Eq. (2) is negligible, and
it is easily shown that the defect function satisfies

The solution satisfying conditions ( II ) is

- ~e-X/2"erfc {-#TJ} , TJ > T/m,

where C" is the outer region log-law constant given by

I { ,C" = ~ 'Y" - log K + E,(X/K-)
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With X defined for both models following Eq. (14). it may
easily be verified thm both models are equivalent if

Thus the maximum is shifted only a minuscule amount from

the value I]max = r;. calculated when the intennittency correc
tion is not used. Numerical solutions obtained with the intermit-

which is considerably more difficult to integrate analytically.
However, the value 01' T/max occurs where I]F'{' + F'[ = O, and
using this and Eq. (23). it can be shown that the maximum is
located at
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tency correction show virtually no difference from the analytical
sulution (16). Thus there does not appear to be a basis for
fixing Ckld, at a value different from that indicated by Baldwin
and Lomax ( 1978).

111 Conclusions
In the present note. an expressiun for the cunstant Ccp in the

Baldwin-Lomax turbulence mudeI has been determined analyti
cally. With a base value uf the constant established. the recent
study by He et aI. (1995) shows how this model (as well as
the Cebeci-Smith model) can be extended to account for the
effects of variable density in supersonic flow without any
changes in the modeling constants.

(22)

(24)

(23)

- I 165c6 7/2/ 6'1ma, - yx + . kl,bX T/max + ...

Upon substituting K = 0.40 and K = 0.0168. it follows that c,p
= 1.738. as compared to the original estimate Ccp = 1.6 (Bal
dwin and Lomax. 1978).

In obtaining the result (22). it has been assumed that the
intermittency factor (9) is unity and it is 01' interest to determine
if this factor has any significant influence on the location of
1]000" Consider the equivalent 01' ( 15) in the outer regiun I] >
I]m with the factor (9) induded; this yields

d {X d2 FI } d2 FI _ O
- - 6 6 6 2 + T/--, - .
dT/ (I + ).5Ck1ebl] /T/mox) dT/ dl]-

Stability of Computational
Algorithms Used in Molecular
Dynamics Simulations

Akira Satoh I

The present study focltses on a three-dimensional Lennard
fones system ill a the17nodynamic equilibrium ill order to dis
cuss divergellce processes, the relationship between time inrer
vais and divergence times, and the infiuence of time intervals
011 thermodYllamic qllantities and transport coefficients under
variolts pumber dellsity and temperature. It is fOllnd that the
velocities of molecllles in a system gradually increase with time
llnril the .fvstem SlIddel1lv diverges exponentiallv. The time inrer
val-divergellce time relationship can be expressed in approxi
mate terms as linear fimctio1ls if the data are plotted 011 loga
rithmic scales. a1ld the system diverges more easily as tempera
ture or number density increases. Thermodynamic qllantities
show the infillence of large time intervals more clearly than do
transport coefficiellts.

1 Introduction

Molecular dynamics (MO) is a molecular simulation method,
and is a powerful tool for investigating physical phenomena at
the microscopic levei (Heermann, 1990). The appearance of
supercomputers stimulates the application 01' MO methods to

fluids engineering fields. such as to internal structures of shock
waves in liquids (Holian et aI., 1980; Holian. 1988; Tsai and
Trevino, 1981: Satoh. 1993a). flow around a sphere (Satoh,
1993b). flow around a cylinder (Rapaport, 1987; Satoh,
1993c). Bénard cell problems (Mareschal et aI., 1988), and
flow in a two-dimensional duct (Mo and Rosenberger. 1991).

Computation time governs the successful application of MO
methods to ftow problems. These applications need to be ex
tended to larger molecular systems. A reduction in computation
time may be attained by adopting an algorithm which can use
large time intervals. and by using more efficient techniques for
calculating intermolecular forces. Although many computa
tional algorithms have been presented, few studies have at
tempted to darify the divergence properties of MO algorithms.
Some studies discussed the relationship between energy flue tu
ations in systems and time intervals for various MO algorithms,
while few studies discussed the relationship between divergence
times and time intervals. Since divergence properties are not

clearly understuod in MO algorithms. the vaiues for time inter
vais which have been empirically used for equilibrium simula
tions may also be adopted to simulate flow problems. If we
simulate normal shock waves with such empirical time intervals,
the results 01' number density profiles will seem reasonable,

while pressure may be larger by some orders 01' magnitude.
This is obviously due to toa large time intervals, so that we
cannot use the empirical time intervals used for thermodynamic
equilibrium without sufficient reflection for flow problems.

The purpose of this study is to clarify the relationship between
divergence processes and time intervals. and the dependencies
of divergence times on time intervals. These results are expected
to provi de guidance in determining values of time intervals in
actual simulations, and also in developing a new algorithm that
will not diverge easily.

2 Microcanonical Ensemble Molecular Dynamics
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2.1
rithm.

Lennard-Jones System and Velocity Verlet Algo
We assume a model system with number density N and
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